Conquer25 LP
Propane Grinder

LP

Kut-Rite has partnered with
Onyx Environmental Solutions
to produce the most versatile
propane operated grinder/polisher available in the industry.
The Onyx technology exceeds
OSHA standards for indoor operation ensuring the safety of
the operator and the workplace
environment. The Onyx propane
system reduces carbon monoxide emissions by up to 98% over
conventional propane powered
systems by continuously adjusting the fuel flow and emissions
automatically.
The Conquer25 LP incorporates
all of the Conquer series ergonomic designs that have become
“fan favorites” for Conquer users. For instance; the Tilt Back
Bowl that is incorporated into
each and every Conquer series
machine is also included in the
Conquer25 LP! Thus, allowing
the operator to safely and easily perform service and required
tool (abrasive) changes.

Features & Benefits

90 Degree Tilt back Head
for easy and fast tool
changes.

Direct Drive Electric Clutch
for precision engagement
of torque to the grinding/
polishing tools.
Push/Pull Throttle Control
allows the operator to dial
in the rpm to match the
abrasive/substrate specific
requirement.
Quick Disconnect Tooling
is redefining how concrete
diamond tools are mounted.

www.kutritemfg.com

Conquer25 Planetary Grinder
Featuring 90 Degree Tilt!

Quick Disconnect (QD) Magnetic Tooling

Kut-Rite’s new Quick Disconnect tool mounting design is redefining how diamond tools are mounted. The QD
system incorporates two locating pins, for precise tool positioning and the use of powerful neodymium rare earth
“super magnets” to hold the tools in place. The result of this combination produces a tool system that allows
quick and precise placing of tools for smooth running, holding power that virtually eliminates tool kick out during
operation and extremely fast removal/insertion time.
Models

HP

Power Source

Production Path

Weight

Tool Speed

Grinding Head Pressure

Conquer25 LP

603cc (16JP)

Propane Powered

25”

500lbs

200-1500 RPM

380lbs
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